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	Tapping into more than 33 years of small business expertise, the staff at Entrepreneur Media takes today’s entrepreneurs beyond opening their doors and through the first three years of ownership. This revised edition features amended chapters on choosing a business, adding partners, getting funded, and managing the business structure and employees, and also includes help understanding the latest tax and healthcare reform information and legalities.
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iPad All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Contains five mini-books that illustrate how to use the iPad for pleasure and work, covering topics such as iWork, e-mail, and business applications as well as recommendations for must-have apps.


	Apple turned the computing world on its ear when it introduced the iPad. This small wonder, which weighed less than a pound and a half,...
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Nuclear Signaling Pathways and Targeting Transcription in Cancer (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2013

	At the moment, there is no dedicated book to summarize the roles, the significance, and potential therapeutic targeting of transcriptional factors from the perspective of signaling cascade, and thus, directly impacting the functionality of transcriptional factors in cancer. In addition, this book will offer a comprehensive basic and clinical...
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Reviews in Modern Astronomy, Cosmic Matter (Volume 20)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
This 20th volume in the series contains 16 invited reviews and highlight contributions presented during the 2007 International Scientific Conference of the German Astronomical Society on the topic of "Cosmic Matter", held in Würzburg, Germany.
    The papers published here discuss a wide range of hot topics, including cosmology,...
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Digital Control and Estimation: A Unified Approach (Prentice Hall Information and System Sciences Series)Prentice Hall, 1990

	Many books already exist on the topics of digital control and estimation. The prospective reader of this book might well then ask. "why another book in this area?"

	

	One problem with the existing literature is that it emphasizes the differences between discrete and continuous theory. This dichotomy is largely...
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Advances in Coding Theory and Crytography (Series on Coding Theory and Cryptology)World Scientific Publishing, 2007

	Due to the increasing importance of digital communications, the area of research in coding theory and cryptography is broad and fast developing. In this book there are presented some of the latest research developments in the area. The book grew as a combination of two research conferences organized in the area: the Vlora Conference in Coding...
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Transact-SQL Programming: Covers Microsoft SQL Server 6.5 /7.0 and Sybase Adaptive Server 11.5O'Reilly, 1999

	
		Transact-SQL is a procedural language used on both Microsoft SQL Server and Sybase SQL Server systems. It is a full-featured programming language that dramatically extends the power of SQL (Structured Query Language).The language provides programmers with a broad range of features, including:

		
			A rich set of...
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